Battle Royal Marquee
Everyday

Product Required:
3x Battle Royal Standard Foil Balloon 4038201
1x Battle Royal Multi-Balloon 4253401
1x Large Number 8 Blue Foil balloon 9913101
1x Metallic Blue Circle Standard Foil 2059202
1x Robin Egg Blue Circle Standard Foil 2300602
1x Metallic Green Circle Standard Foil 2055702
Grafﬁti Sky Latex Balloons 12" 20013470
12” Fashion Solid Green 20000745
12” Fashion Solid Violet 20000768
5” Fashion Solid Caribbean Blue 20001980
6x 260 Fashion Solid Royal Blue 20002804
1x Baby Blue Foil Balloon Weight 991365
Coordinating ribbon for bouquet
Estimated Labour time: 30 minutes.
Construction Method:
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Start by stufﬁng the grafﬁtti balloons with green and violet latex, then inﬂate and deﬂate a couple of
times to strtetch them so a nice round shape can be achieved. Inﬂate the double stuffed and stretched
balloons to 10” and create 5x sets of quads.
Inﬂate 4x clusters of 4 5” balloons, sized to 3.5”.
Squeeze the air out of a 260 balloon and tie around a cluster of grafﬁtti print.
Stretch the 260 and use to connect the cluster of 5” Caribbean Blue in the Grafﬁtti print.
Repeat the last step alternating grafﬁtti and Caribbean Blue.
Inﬂate the foil number,Battle Royal foil and Llama with air, and tie a 260 around each nozzle.
Pull the 260 on the foil number around the base to lock in place, and repeat with Llama.
Inﬂate 2x 260 modelling balloons, leaving around 3” uninﬂated at the end. Wrap the ﬁrst one around
the number and twist to secure. Create 2 pinch twists with the leftover balloon. Repeat this with
second 260 and then twist the 2 sets of pinch twists together to create a sturdy base for the foil, which
can be wrapped in place.
To ﬁnish the design, inﬂate a bouquet of 5 foil balloons and attach to weight which can be wrapped
into the grafﬁtti balloons to secure and add stability to the entire design.

Use this design with several different themes and licenses in our range.

A Step-by-step video of this design, and others similar, can be found on the Decorator Hub at amscan.co.uk.
Click the link on the home page and go to “How-to Videos”!
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